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Breaking Our Will to Resist

There is no failure save in giving up. 
— Henry Austin (1858-1912)  

The Insiders and the revolutionaries 
they support have long practiced the 
ancient Chinese stratagem that the 
surest way to conquer any enemy 
is to break his will to resist. Robert 
Welch emphasized that their efforts 
were designed “to create such 
overwhelming confusion, frustration, 
and despair as to cause even the ablest 
individual anti-Communists to throw 
up their hands in a feeling of hopeless 
inadequacy to the struggle.” 
 The Insiders employ this strategy 
regularly to advance their culture 

war. They want decent Americans to 
believe that they are simply out of step 
with the times and that resistance is 
useless and potentially even criminal. 
To achieve that impact, they use their 
dominance over the communication 
media to create the illusion of 
mainstream support for their cultural 
revolution. 

Radical Feminism
In April of last year, Secretary of 
State Hillary Clinton delivered the 
keynote address at the Women in the 
World Summit in New York City. Her 
remarks promoted this deception:

 Some of you, I know were 
with me in Beijing back in 1995 

at the United Nations 4th World 
Conference on Women. Rep-
resentatives from 189 countries 
came together to declare with 
one voice that human rights are 
women’s rights and women’s 
rights are human rights, once 
and for all. And finally, the world 
began to listen. [Emphasis added.] 

 Correction: The UN’s 1995 World 
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Call to action: In an outrageous capitulation to the forces of cultural destruction, the Senate voted 83 to 13 in June to force women 18 to 26 
to register for the draft. Women who turn 18 on or after January 1, 2018 would be required to register. A House Committee had also approved 
the requirement in April. The measure (the 2017 National Defense Authorization Act) is now in House-Senate conference. There is no time to 
lose. Contact your representative and senators and tell them there is no way we will tolerate this assault on our nation’s daughters. 
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Conference on Women was organized 
and dominated by radical feminists. 
Julie Dorf of the International Gay and 
Lesbian Human Rights Commission 
boasted that, with the help of the U.S.-
led coalition, “we exceeded beyond 
our expectations” in advancing the 
homosexual agenda. 
 As one conservative writer reported, 
the Platform of Action issued by 
the conference “was largely the 
handiwork of Bella Abzug and 
her Women’s Environment and 
Development Organization (WEDO). 
Abzug, an unreconstructed Marxist, 
worked closely with Timothy Wirth 
(CFR), the Clinton Administration’s 
Assistant Secretary of State for Global 
Affairs, to design a document which 
would integrate feminist demands into 
the UN’s framework for ‘sustainable 
development.’”
 The claim that the “world 
began to listen” to the propaganda 
emanating from this conference 
of the Internationalist-created 
United Nations is simply audacious 
balderdash. Unfortunately, most 
Americans who get their news 
through the Establishment-managed 
channels of communication have no 
conception of the orchestration behind 
various leftist propaganda campaigns, 
particularly in the culture war. 
 To break resistance, the revolution-
aries are more than willing to use 
intimidation and even force. Hillary 
continued:

 All the laws we’ve passed 
don’t count for much if they’re 
not enforced.... Laws have to be 
backed up with resources and 
political will and deep-seated 
cultural codes, religious beliefs 
and structural biases have to be 
changed. [Emphasis added.]

Register Women for the Draft?
In May, the House passed its version 
of the massive 2017 National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). 
Fortunately, a committee provision 

requiring women to register for the 
draft had been stripped from the 
bill. However, in June the Senate 
approved its version of the NDAA, 
which included the requirement, by a 
vote of 83 to 13. The bill then went 
to conference and may be taken up 
again in the lame duck session after 
the November election. 
 As they did with “homosexual” 
marriage, the forces promoting cultural 
disintegration will keep hammering 
until they get their way, and then they 
will up the ante again. There is no time 
to waste. We cannot let them enjoy 
soft opposition while they continue to 
destroy. We must counterattack and 
expose them, their deceptions, and 
their totalitarian ambitions.

Ignored History
The late Brigadier General Andrew 
J. Gatsis, one of America’s most 
decorated soldiers, worked hard to 
expose the long-range revolutionary 
planning to conscript women. In a 
1987 analysis, he wrote:

 The pace of sex integration 
accelerated during the Carter 
years.... Mr. Carter and many of 
our senators said women would 
not be put in combat if drafted; yet, 
on November 16, 1979, I testified 

in Congress before the House 
Armed Services Subcommittee 
for Military Personnel against 
President Carter’s proposal to do 
just that through a Department of 
Defense proposal.... 
 The former Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for Equal Opportunity, 
Kathleen Carpenter, one of the 
most avid women liberationists 
in the Carter-controlled Pentagon, 
was replaced in the Reagan 
Administration by Dr. Sharon 
Lord. Lord, a strong feminist 
and former president of NOW in 
Tennessee, continued to advance 
Carpenter’s policies and, after 
only three months in office, 
recommended that women be 
placed in direct combat roles....
 Don’t be deceived: The regis-
tration of women is always just 
around the corner. 

 It is outrageous to see how many of 
our representatives and senators are 
now defending this step. Note how the 
Establishment’s New York Times (6-14-
16) seeks to create the illusion that only 
the fringe opposes registering women:

 On Tuesday, the Senate ap-
proved an expansive military 
policy bill that would for the first 

Unfolding attack on religion: At last year’s Women in the World Summit in NYC, Hillary 
Clinton said that “religious beliefs” have to give way to the militant definition of “rights.” 
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time require young women to 
register for the draft. The shift, 
while fiercely opposed by some 
conservative lawmakers and 
interest groups, had surprisingly 
broad support among Republican 
leaders and women in both 
parties....
 “The fact is,” said Senator John 
McCain, Republican of Arizona and 
the chairman of the Armed Services 
Committee, “every single leader in 
this country, both men and women, 
members of the military leadership, 
believe that it’s fair since we opened 
up all aspects of the military to 
women that they would also be 
registering for Selective Service.” 
[Emphasis added.]
 

 It is not difficult to imagine the 
pressure, implied or direct, the 
administration was able to put on 
the service chiefs to support the 
revolution. The Times continued: 

 “I think the change is inevitable,” 
said Nora Bensahel, a military 
policy analyst at American 
University’s School of Inter-
national Service, “whether in this 
debate or through the courts. It 
just seems that now that you have 
women allowed to serve in any 
position in the military, there is no 
logical basis to say women should 
not be drafted.” 

 As we emphasized in Organize 
for Victory!: “The best antidote to 
frustration with the Conspiracy’s 
advances is simply to immerse oneself 
in constructive action.” And regarding 
appropriate action, what Robert Welch 
wrote in January 1969 is still on target: 
“The greatest need of the American 
people today is an understanding of 
what is happening to them.”
 Recommended action: Contact 
your congressmen and insist that 
women not be required to register for 
the draft. Share Media-Controlled 
Delusion with prospects. Use that tool 
to wake up others to the orchestrated 
illusion of mainstream support for 
revolution and enlist them in a 
Chapter.

Save Our Constitution! 
by Andrew Carver

 The purely defensive is doomed 
to defeat.

— Napoleon Bonaparte

Napoleon’s maxim applied to our 
campaign to prevent an Article V 
constitutional convention instructs us 
that we must not SIMPLY fight Con-
con calls. We must also work — and 
work very hard — to get a great many 
standing calls rescinded.
 34 is the magic number of state 
calls needed to trigger an Article V 
Con-con. There is only one Con-con 

“topic,” or model resolution, that has 
anywhere near that number of calls: a 
Balanced Budget Amendment (BBA) 
resolution. 
 The BBA Task Force claims, I think 
accurately, that already there are 28 
states with valid calls to Congress for 
a BBA Con-con. So, we are vitally 
interested in getting rescissions in 
those 28 states. The BBA Task Force 
identifies those states in a color-coded 
map on their website. The website 
also lists what states they’re currently 
targeting (http://bba4usa.org/report/).
 After the November election, use 
our “Dagger in the Heart” campaign 
reprint to develop the understanding 
of receptive legislators (new and old) 
regarding the danger of a Con-con. If 
you live near the state capitol, visit 
them.
 Once you find a legislator who 
is willing to introduce a rescission 
resolution, work to recruit, with the 
help of your sponsor, a co-sponsor in 
the other party, so the measure does 
not appear as a partisan issue. Your 
sponsor may also be able to suggest 
other legislators to target to build 
sufficient support for favorable action.
 Please note: Appropriate rescission 
language is very important, as you 
want to be sure with one blow to 
rescind ALL prior Con-con calls from 
your state. We’ve posted such a model 
rescission resolution on our website (a 
link can be found on the “Expose the 
Article V Con-Con Fraud” campaign 
web page).

Campaign for Decency 
— Curb the Courts
by Andrew Carver

 “Conservative Christians in 
America are undergoing a huge 
shift in the way we see ourselves 
in the world,” [Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary president 
Albert] Mohler says. “We are on 
the losing side of a massive change 
that’s not going to be reversed, in 
all likelihood, in our lifetimes.” In 
his view, Christians must adapt to 
the changed cultural circumstance 

Take the offensive: The BBA Task Force website identifies the 28 states in blue that have 
calls to Congress for a (BBA) Con-con. If you live in a blue state, let’s work to rescind.



by finding a way “to live faithfully 
in a world in which we’re going to 
be a moral exception.”

— NPR, 5-10-16

 Many [religious social conserv-
atives] have finally given up on the 
whole idea of a culture war or are 
willing to admit they lost it. They 
are determined only to remain who 
they are and to live as amiably 
and productively as they can in a 
culture that doesn’t look like them 
and doesn’t belong to them.
 In time, this shift in outlook 
may bring about a more peaceable 
public sphere. But that will 
depend on others — especially the 
adherents of an ascendant social 
progressivism — declining to take 
full advantage of their newfound 
cultural dominance. I see few 
signs of that, but I am hopeful all 
the same.

— Barton Swaim,
“The left won the culture war. 

Will they be merciful?”
 The Washington Post, 5-27-16

10 million Americans have serious 
mental illness.” (We couldn’t help 
wondering how many that makes in 
Congress.)
 Amazingly, only two representatives 
opposed the measure. Although the 
Senate has not yet considered H.R. 
2646, don’t be surprised if it is rushed 
through next year. 
 Requested action: Email links 
to Session 2 roll calls and/or a 
congressman’s individual scorecard 
page; ask your contacts to help build 
a Congress that votes according to 
the Constitution by further sharing 
our unique Scorecard tool with 
their contacts; also, suggest that they 
bookmark their representative’s 
page so that they can check for 
updates when Congress is in the 
news. 

Action Summary

Note: Some requests below are ongoing 
from previous Action Reports. 

1.  Share copies of Media-Controlled 
Delusion. Follow up to develop 
and recruit qualified prospects into 
a Chapter. 

2.  Build an audience for a group 
recruiting presentation. Contact our 
office to schedule a presentation of 
“The Hidden Agenda — Driving 
America’s Moral Decline.”

3.  Invite good prospects to join FFS.   
4.  In states that have passed BBA Con-

con calls, work to rescind all of 
your state’s Con-con calls. Contact 
legislators before the 2017 session 
begins. 

5.  Enlist non-members to pressure 
Congress to use its authority to 
limit the appellate jurisdiction of 
the Supreme Court (Art. III, Sec. 2). 

6.  Ask others to help build an 
accountable Congress by sharing 
our unique Scorecard. 
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The greatest danger to the religious 
liberty of American Christians, and 
even more to their cultural dominance, 
is NOT the “judicial activism” of the 
Supreme Court. It is the defeatism that 
is now being openly sold to Christians! 
And since the ones selling them this 
defeatism are often their own religious 
“leaders,” it is likely that many are 
buying it.
 What has happened though, what 
has changed, that might justify such 
defeatism? Nothing at all, except 
for one “tempest in a teapot” — the 
U.S. Supreme Court’s audacious 
redefinition of marriage.
 The Constitution itself is unchanged; 
only the fanciful stories invented by 
its activist interpreters change and 
flow with “the times.” Nor has Article 
III disappeared — the passage that 
gives Congress authority to rein in 
a federal judiciary unchained from 
Constitutional intent.
 We must tell our Christian friends, 
colleagues, and neighbors that there is 
no basis in the Supreme Court’s decision 
on “gay marriage” for pessimism, much 
less defeatism! Instead, the decision is 
a call to exert the Constitutional control 
we have through Congress via Article 
III. So Let’s Act! Enlist their help to 
pressure our congressmen to introduce 
a concurrent resolution similar to our 
model.

Website/Scorecard Promotion

In October, we began posting 
significant Sessions 2 (2016) votes for 
the 114th Congress. 
 One of the more outrageous 
measures was H.R. 2646, “Helping 
Families in Mental Health Crisis 
Act of 2016.” According to Majority 
Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.), a 
supporter, “The Federal Government 
has 112 programs to address mental 
illness.” The measure would update 
and build on those 112 programs. 
 The bill’s sponsor, Rep. Tim Murphy 
(R-Penn.) informs us: “Mental illness 
affects one in five Americans. About 

Trashing the Constitution: In his June 4, 
1999 weekly radio address, Pres. Clinton 
promised to use the rest of his term to improve 
the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness 
— an ongoing Big Brother agenda for control.
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